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Voters Rejected Montana’s Anti-Abortion Referendum.
Here’s What it Means

BY KATIE REILLY

NOVEMBER 10, 2022 6:06 PM EST

oters in Montana rejected a ballot measure that would have declared an

embryo or fetus a legal person entitled to medical care if they are “born

alive” at any stage of development, including after attempted abortions.

An abortion-rights activist holds a sign protesting a state abortion ban in Bloomington, Ind., on Sept. 15, 2022. Jeremy
Hogan—Getty Images
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Montana was one of five states with abortion-related ballot measures on

Tuesday, and was the only one left unresolved. In all five cases, voters moved

to protect abortion access—a victory for abortion-rights advocates, even in the

conservative states of Kentucky and Montana.

The Montana referendum, which about 53% of voters opposed, would have

imposed “criminal penalties on health care providers who do not act to

preserve the life of such infants, including infants born during an attempted

abortion.” Health care providers who violated the law would have faced a fine

of up to $50,000 and 20 years in prison.

Proponents of the referendum argued it would protect infants. But critics said

it would limit the kind of care doctors can provide and was unnecessary, given

that infanticide is already illegal under state law. They also warned it would

“elevate a false anti-abortion narrative.”

Experts note that abortions after fetal viability are very rare. Just 1% of

abortions in the U.S. occur at or after 21 weeks of pregnancy, according to

analysis by the Kaiser Family Foundation. And CDC data show that rare cases of

a fetus surviving an abortion and then dying often involve severe fetal health

conditions or pregnancy complications.
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“I think voters may also have kind of thought this was a solution in search of a

problem,” says Mary Ziegler, a law professor at the University of California,

Davis and an expert on abortion politics.

“It’s yet another signal that voters in conservative states, who are certainly not

necessarily open to voting for Democratic candidates, are open to voting for

access to abortion when the question is presented to them directly.”
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States where abortion is on the ballot this year
Select each state for details.

Measures supported by abortion rights ADVOCATES 
Measures supported by abortion rights OPPONENTS

NOTE: Kansas vote happened in August. 

KANSAS: 
DEFEATED

MONTANA: 
DEFEATED

CALIFORNIA: 
PASSED

MICHIGAN: 
PASSED VERMONT: 

PASSED

KENTUCKY: 
DEFEATED

Montana has a Republican governor and a Republican-controlled state

legislature, but other states have stronger abortion restrictions. The state bans

abortion at fetal viability, which is about 24 to 26 weeks into pregnancy. By

comparison, the neighboring states of Idaho and South Dakota have some of

https://states.guttmacher.org/policies/montana/abortion-policies
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the country’s most restrictive abortion laws, banning abortion entirely with

limited exceptions.

The ballot measure was opposed by several medical groups, including the

Montana chapter of the American Academy of Pediatrics, which said it would

have “criminalized doctors, nurses and health care workers for providing

compassionate care for infants,” interfered with parents’ challenging decisions,

and hindered care for newborns with fatal health conditions..

“Born alive” arguments have been a focus of anti-abortion advocates for

decades. (A 2002 federal law, the Born-Alive Infants Protection Act, already

classifies every infant as a person.) And Ziegler sees the Montana referendum

as more of a “rhetorical tool” aimed at stigmatizing abortion than as an effort

to directly restrict abortion access.

But the results of the referendum could be a signal to anti-abortion advocates

that pursuing ballot measures might not be an effective strategy moving

forward.

Voters in more conservative states might not be willing to enshrine abortion

rights in the state constitution yet—as voters in Vermont, Michigan and

California did this week. But this outcome suggests they’re also not willing to

support as many restrictions as anti-abortion advocates had hoped.

“I think it does tell you that most voters—even in red states, and certainly in

purple and blue states—are unhappy with what’s going on with abortion

rights,” Ziegler says. “To some degree, Republicans overplayed their hand.”
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